Backyard Treasure Hunt

Level: Easy

“Sticks and ________ will break my bones…” (stones/rocks)

I hold beautiful blooms from spring ‘till fall. (flower pot)

Higher and higher with each leg pump. (swings)

Let’s rest awhile and have some food while sitting at the _____ (table)

I stretch out like a snake to water the grass and garden. (hose)

Come climb my strong branches to see in the sky (tree)

First you climb up then _____ down my slick surface (slide)

Hang on me like monkeys in a tree (jungle gym or climb)

Tiny rain showers pour from my spout. (watering can)

Plant veggies and fruits in rows to grow, grow, grow! (garden)

Come and rest your legs by sitting on me. (chair)

A perfect shelter to play in without having to go inside! (playhouse/treehouse)